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SUMMARY
The lowermost few hundreds of kilometres of the Earth’s mantle are elastically anisotropic;
seismic velocities vary with direction of propagation and polarization. Observations of strong
seismic anisotropy correlate with regions where subducted slab material is expected. In this
study, we evaluate the hypothesis that crystal preferred orientation (CPO) in a slab, as it
impinges on the core–mantle boundary, is the cause of the observed anisotropy. Next, we
determine if fast polarization directions seen by shear waves can be mapped to directions
of geodynamic flow. This approach is similar to our previous study performed for a 2-D
geodynamic model. In this study, we employ a 3-D geodynamic model with temperature-
dependent viscosity and kinematic velocity boundary conditions defined at the surface of the
Earth to create a broad downwelling slab. Tracers track the deformation that we assume to be
accommodated by dislocation creep. We evaluate the models for the presence of perovskite
or post-perovskite and for different main slip systems along which dislocation creep may
occur in post-perovskite [(100),(010) and (001)]—resulting in four different mineralogical
models of CPO. Combining the crystal pole orientations with single crystal elastic constants
results in seismically distinguishable models of seismic anisotropy. The models are evaluated
against published seismic observations by analysing different anisotropic components: the
radial anisotropy, the splitting for (sub-)vertical phases (i.e. azimuthal anisotropy), and the
splitting for subhorizontal phases. The patterns in radial anisotropy confirm our earlier results
in 2-D. Observations of radial anisotropy and splitting in subhorizontal phases are mostly
consistent with our models of post-perovskite with (010)-slip and (001)-slip. Our model of
(001)-slip predicts stronger splitting than for (010)-slip for horizontally propagating phases in
all directions. The strongest seismic anisotropy in this model occurs where the slab impinges
on the core–mantle boundary. The azimuthal anisotropy pattern for (001)-slip shows fast axis
directions at the edges of the slab (sub-)parallel to flow directions, suggesting horizontal flows
may be mapped out in the lowermost mantle using seismic observations.
Keywords: Plasticity, diffusion, and creep; Composition of themantle; Bodywaves; Seismic
anisotropy; Rheology: mantle.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the upper mantle, observations of seismic anisotropy in the Earth
reflect deformation due to present day dynamics (e.g. Becker et al.
2008; Long & Becker 2010). While the bulk of the lower mantle
appears seismically isotropic, the presence of strong and laterally
varying seismic anisotropy in the lowermost 200–300 km, the D′ ′
layer, is nowwell established. The cause of this anisotropy as well as
its relation to geodynamics remains a topic of much research (e.g.
Kendall & Silver 1998; Nowacki et al. 2011; Wenk et al. 2011).
Different types of shear body wave observations provide evi-
dence for the presence of seismic anisotropy in D′ ′. Vinnik et al.
(1989) made the first observation of differential SH–SV velocities
in Sdiff, where the SV component was delayed with respect to SH
by several seconds. Other localized observations of Sdiff splitting
followed (Lay & Young 1991), with many in regions where the
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velocity in D′ ′ is faster than average (e.g. Kendall & Silver 1996;
Matzel et al. 1996; Garnero & Lay 1997; Cottaar & Romanowicz
2013). Splitting is also found in ScS (e.g. Lay & Helmberger 1983;
Russell et al. 1998; Rokosky et al. 2006; Nowacki et al. 2013) and
in direct S (e.g. Ford et al. 2006). Core phases, SKS and SKKS,
show differential splitting and can be used to map strong lateral
variations in azimuthal anisotropy (Niu & Perez 2004; Restivo &
Helffrich 2006; Wang & Wen 2007; Long 2009; He & Long 2011;
Lynner & Long 2012, 2014). Additionally, variations in observed
polarity of reflected waves from within the D′ ′ layer (PdP, SdS) can
be an indication of anisotropy (Thomas et al. 2011).
On a global scale, radial anisotropy (or transverse isotropy) has
been included in whole mantle global shear velocity tomography.
In some of these models (Panning & Romanowicz 2006; Kustowski
et al. 2008) D′ ′ stands out as a region where the lateral variations
correlate with the isotropic velocity structure in D′ ′; with VSH > VSV
in fast regions, and patches of VSV > VSH near the large low shear
velocity provinces (LLSVPs) beneath the Pacific and Africa. More
recent global models show a more variable signature in fast regions
(Panning et al. 2010; Chang et al. 2014). Normal modes confirm the
global nature of radial P-wave anisotropy and find a probable global
signature of VPV > VPH (Beghein et al. 2006), but constraining
lateral variation of radial P-wave anisotropy remains difficult. A
study using body waves (Boschi & Dziewonski 2000; Soldati et al.
2003) shows no clear signature in fast regions at the base of the
mantle, and because of large trade-offs with core structure this
model must first be independently confirmed.
Seismologists face several challenges in characterizing
anisotropy in the lowermost mantle. One of them is to obtain good
azimuthal coverage as well as the vertically propagating core phases
for a given location that are needed to constrain the full elastic tensor.
Another challenge is to correct for contamination from near-source
and near-receiver anisotropy in the upper mantle. In order to elimi-
nate uppermantle effects on the source side, one approach is to study
deep earthquakes. However, large and deep earthquakes are few and
their global distribution is limited to mainly South America and the
western Pacific. In recent studies, direct S phases are used to correct
for the contamination of the source- and receiver side anisotropy in
ScS phases, providing more opportunities to find crossing rays and
measure tilted radial anisotropy (Wookey&Kendall 2008; Nowacki
et al. 2010, 2011).
Although there is general consensus that seismic anisotropy at
the base of the mantle could be associated with mantle deformation,
many important questions remain on how to link the anisotropy and
the flow—how to map one into the other. If the process of dislo-
cation creep accommodates mantle deformation, it is expected to
produce seismic anisotropy due to the alignment of intrinsically
anisotropic minerals, that is crystal preferred orientation (CPO; e.g.
Karato 1998a,b; Lay et al. 1998; Kendall 2000). This process is as-
sumed to occur for olivine in the uppermantle (e.g. Dawson&Wenk
2000; Karato et al. 2008; Long & Becker 2010). An alternative ex-
planation, not further considered in this study, is shape-preferred
orientation (SPO) caused by alignment of melt inclusions or lami-
nated solid materials (e.g. Kendall & Silver 1996; Hall et al. 2004).
When investigating the cause of anisotropy, the possible presence
of post-perovskite, discovered a decade ago (Murakami et al. 2004;
Oganov&Ono 2004), must be considered. In relatively cold regions
of the D′ ′ layer, perovskite could transform to post-perovskite, and
account for the observed D′ ′ discontinuity as well as for the faster
velocities (Iitaka et al. 2004; Tsuchiya et al. 2004; Stackhouse et al.
2005; Wentzcovitch et al. 2006). In the warmer regions, the D′ ′
transition of perovskite to post-perovskite occurs at pressures below
the core–mantle boundary, explaining the absence of substantial
anisotropy in some areas [e.g. beneath the Atlantic, Garnero et al.
(2004)] , and an VSV > VSH signature of radial anistropy in others
(Kawai & Geller 2010; Dobson et al. 2013). Recently, experiments
have shown that the occurrence of the post-perovskite transition
at mantle pressures depends not only on temperature, but also on
composition (Catalli et al. 2009; Grocholski et al. 2012).
The presence of post-perovskite is argued to explain observed
patterns in shear wave anisotropy, although it remains under de-
bate which dominant slip system in post-perovskite correlates best
with the observations. Different conclusions emerge when corre-
lating global models (Walker et al. 2011), interpreting only fast
shear velocity regions (Wenk et al. 2011) or focusing on local split-
ting observations (Nowacki et al. 2010, 2013). Our aim here is
to evaluate synthetic anisotropy qualitatively against the range of
published seismic observations to constrain what microscopic pro-
cesses may be at play. We restrict our interpretation to cold regions
with fast shear velocities, where the presence of cold subduction
and therefore post-perovskite are more likely (Grocholski et al.
2012). These are also the regions where strong radial anisotropy
has been observed, and many local observations of shear wave
splitting have been made. We also assess the possibility of mapping
vertical and horizontal flows in the lowermost mantle on the basis of
these models.
In this paper, we perform forward modelling of CPO anisotropy
in a subducting slab combining tools and observations developed
by geodynamicists, seismologists, mineral physicists and material
scientists. We developed a step-by-step approach that we previously
applied to a 2-D geodynamic model (Wenk et al. 2011):
(i) A geodynamic model provides characteristic information on
the macroscopic strain of a slab impinging on the core–mantle
boundary.
(ii) This strain history is fed into a numerical model of miner-
alogical texture development within a polyphase aggregate.
(iii) With the input of single crystal elastic constants, elastic ten-
sors based on these aggregates are calculated for a dense sampling
along the tracers,
(iv) Finally, we compare the obtained macroscopical 3-D elastic
anisotropy to published seismic observations.
These steps are described in more detail in Section 2. In Section 3,
we present the results in terms of radial anisotropy, in order
to relate them to the results of the 2-D geodynamic model
(Wenk et al. 2011) and to global tomographic models. We also
present the results in terms of shear wave splitting patterns, to
compare them with local seismic observations. In Section 4, we
compare the results to published seismological observations and
other recent studies with a comparable setup (Walker et al. 2011;
Nowacki et al. 2013). The resulting signatures of transverse isotropy
in this study are consistent with those we found for a 2-D geody-
namic model (Wenk et al. 2011). We find that the seismic obser-
vations agree well with post-perovskite with dominant (001)-slip;
agree somewhat with post-perovskite with dominant (010)-slip; and
disagree with models of perovskite and post-perovskite with (100)-
slip. The successful model of post-perovskite with (001)-slip also
suggests it is possible to recognize regions of strong vertical flow
and map out directions of horizontal flow.
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2 METHODS
2.1 Geodynamic model
As slabs subduct to the deep mantle, large-strain deformation oc-
curs (McNamara et al. 2002; Wenk et al. 2011). In this study, the
convection-induced deformation within subducted slabs is calcu-
lated in a 3D regional spherical geodynamic model. The following
non-dimensional equations for conservation of mass, momentum,
and energy are solved using ourmodified version of codeCitcomCU
(Zhong 2006) under Boussinesq approximation.
∇ · u = 0 (1)
−∇P + ∇ · (η˙) = RaT rˆ (2)
∂T
∂t
+ (u · ∇)T = ∇2T + H. (3)
Here, u is velocity, P is dynamic pressure, η is viscosity, ˙ is strain
rate tensor, Ra is Rayleigh number, T is temperature, rˆ is unit vector
in vertical direction, t is time and H is internal heating. In our
modified version of CitcomCU, we calculate the velocity gradient
at every time step and we add passive tracers to track the velocity
gradient. We also use imposed velocity surface boundary condition
to simulate surface plate motion.
The domain of our 3-D regional spherical model covers
√
3/4
volume of the whole spherical shell. The longitude of our model
ranges from –90◦ to 90◦; the colatitude ranges from 30◦ to 150◦
(Fig. 1). The model contains 384, 256 and 128 elements in longi-
tude, colatitude, and radial directions, respectively. All boundaries
have free-slip velocity boundary conditions, except for the surface
in which a southward constant angular velocity of 4 cm yr−1 is
employed in region from –40◦ to 40◦ longitude and 30◦–90◦ colat-
itude (Fig. 1). Other regions on the surface are fixed and have zero
velocity. The imposed velocity boundary condition enables slabs to
subduct along the equator (colatitude is 90◦). Temperature bound-
ary conditions are isothermal on the top and bottom, and insulating
on the sides.
Figure 1. Numerical modelling of a subducting slab (blue isosurface) with
tracers (red spheres) tracking the deformation within it. Only tracers that
arrive at the lowermost mantle (300 km above CMB) are shown here. The
white and green tubes show two paths from surface to the lowermost mantle.
The background is temperature field. The core is shown in orange. Black
lines outline the region with a constant angular velocity (arrow) of 4 cm
yr−1 from north to south. Temperature cross-section at longitude of 0◦ is
shown in the right panel. The snapshot is shown at 100 Myr.
The model is heated from below and internally, with a non-
dimensional internal heating rate of H = 60. We employ a Rayleigh
number of Ra = 108. Viscosity is both depth and temperature de-
pendent. A 30 × viscosity increase is introduced at the boundary
from upper mantle to lower mantle. The temperature dependent part
of viscosity is expressed as ηT = exp[A(0.6 − T )], where T is non-
dimensional temperature, and we use a non-dimensional activation
coefficient of A = 9.21, leading to a 10 000 × viscosity range due
to changes in temperature. To generate an appropriate initial condi-
tion, we first perform a lower-resolution calculation (192×128×64
elements) until themodel comes to thermal equilibrium. Thenwe in-
terpolate the temperature field to higher resolution (384×256×128
elements) and let the calculation run for about 70 Myr to ensure
the model again comes to thermal equilibrium under the new mesh.
After that, 10 000 Lagragian tracers are put on the surface of the
model and later these tracers are subducted into the deep mantle
with slabs. Tracers are advected using a second-order Runge–Kutta
method. Velocity gradients are calculated and stored for all tracers
at every time step. Fig. 1 shows a snapshot (at 100 Myr) revealing a
subducted slab impinging on the core–mantle boundary, and 3371
tracers (red sphere) in subducting regions of the lowermost mantle.
The deformation of the subducted slabs in the lowermost mantle,
which are sampled by these tracers, are used to calculate the miner-
alogical texture of polyphase aggregates, as is described in the next
section. In our models we use the integrated deformation along the
tracers from just beneath the mantle transition zone at 700 km depth
downwards.
2.2 Mineral physics
2.2.1 Viscoplastic self-consistent modelling
For development of CPO or texture in the slab, we assume all defor-
mation is accommodated by slip, that is the propagation of disloca-
tions. Other deformation mechanisms, such as diffusion creep, that
is the propagation of vacancies through a lattice, are not considered
here.
The relative activity of different slip systems—the combination
of a crystallographic plane and a propagation direction—which
leads to a particular CPO, are computed with the Viscoplastic Self-
Consistent (VPSC) method (Molinari et al. 1987; Lebensohn &
Tome´ 1993; Lebensohn et al. 2007). The texture of the sample
is defined by individual crystal orientations. Here we start with
500 grains that are randomly oriented. All crystals are then vis-
coplastically deformed to a degree dependent on the orientation of
their preferred slip systems relative to the strain. A combination
of active slip systems is needed to allow for homogeneous defor-
mation. Some are more easily activated than others as given by
their relative critical resolved shear stresses (Table 1). Each crys-
tal is treated as a finite inclusion within and interacting with a
so-called infinite ‘effective medium’. The inclusion is assumed to
be under constant strain. This formalism is also known as an ‘Es-
helby inclusion’ (Eshelby 1957). The crystal reorientation within
this medium is a result of deformation by slip along specific lat-
tice planes and resulting rotation. The properties of the effective
medium are not known in advance, but are required to fit the con-
stitutive equations between stress and strain after averaging over
all the single crystals. VPSC iterates between fitting the behaviour
of the individual grains, and a consistent mean response of the ef-
fective medium on the polycrystal level, to find the self-consistent
solution.
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Table 1. Slip systems {hkl} < uvw > and critical resolved shear stress coefficients as used in VPSC for the different phases. We assume the
cross values remain constant with pressure and temperature.
Periclasea
{111}<101¯> {110}<1¯10> {100}<011>
0.75 0.5 1
Perovskiteb
(100)[010] (100)<011> (010)[100] (010)<101> (001)[100] (001)[010] (001)<110>
3 4 3 4 1 1 1
Post-perovskite
(100)[010] (100)[001] (010)[100] (010)[001] (001)[100] (001)[010] (110)<1¯10> (110)[001]
Ac 1 2.0 3 3 3 3 1.5 2
Bd 3 3 1 1.5 3 3 3 4
Ce 2 2 4 4 1 1.5 3 4
aMerkel et al. (2002). bWenk et al. (2004). cMerkel et al. (2006). dMiyagi et al. (2009). eMiyagi et al. (2010).
The grain inclusions are initialized with a spheroidal shape, but
become ellipsoidal under deformation of a grain. We stop further
deformation when an ellipsoidal ratio of 3:1 is reached, but still
allow for rotation of crystallographic planes.
To model deformation of the different phases, the VPSC method
requires input on the assumed critical resolved shear stresses for the
slip systems in each phase. Next the macroscopic elastic properties
are determined by averaging the single crystal properties over the
different orientations. The input of slip systems and elastic prop-
erties are described in the following two sections for periclase,
perovskite and post-perovksite.
2.2.2 Deformation mechanisms
Our knowledge of slip systems for lower mantle minerals comes
from experiments and first principle calculations at high pressures
and temperatures. Ideally slip systems are identified by observ-
ing dislocations with a transmission electron microscope. Post-
perovskite crystals, however, cannot be recovered to ambient pres-
sure and therefore in situ observation of CPO development by X-ray
diffraction at high pressure with diamond anvil cells (DAC) are ap-
plied. Slip systems are inferred by comparing experimental CPOs
with textures obtained by VPSC simulations, assuming different
slip system activities. Such experiments have been applied to peri-
clase (Stretton et al. 2001; Merkel et al. 2002; Yamazaki & Karato
2002; Long et al. 2006; Lin et al. 2009), perovskite (Karato et al.
1995; Wenk et al. 2004) and post-perovskite (Merkel et al. 2006,
2007; Miyagi et al. 2009; Miyajima & Walte 2009; Walte et al.
2009; Hirose et al. 2010; Miyagi et al. 2010; Okada et al. 2010;
Nisr et al. 2012).
Slip systems can also be identified by performing first principle
calculations based on the Peierls–Nabarro model (e.g. Devincre
et al. 2001; Walker et al. 2010). These have also been applied
to periclase (Carrez et al. 2009), perovskite (Cordier et al. 2004;
Mainprice et al. 2008), and post-perovskite (Oganov et al. 2005;
Carrez et al. 2007; Metsue et al. 2009).
Active slip systems for periclase are on {111}, {110} and {100}
planes with {110}<110> beingmost active in experiments (Merkel
et al. 2002). Calculations byCarrez et al. (2009) show that the {100}
planes become more active at higher pressures. For orthorhom-
bic perovskite, slip dominates on the (001) plane, but also oc-
curs on (100) and (010) planes (Wenk et al. 2004). Calculations
show (100)[010] as the most active slip system across all pressures
(Mainprice et al. 2008). While the exact behavior of slip systems in
periclase remains uncertain, our choice is not crucial for our results.
The preferred system for dislocation creep in post-perovskite is
more ambiguous: Merkel et al. (2006) suggest that a combination
of the planes (100) and (110) dominate; Miyagi et al. (2009) sug-
gest (010); while Miyagi et al. (2010) suggest (001)<100> and
(001)<010>. The former two experiments were done on analogue
material and measurements might have been obscured by the occur-
ring phase transition (Walte et al. 2009; Miyagi et al. 2011). In this
study, however, we consider all three possibilities and characterize
the resulting CPO. The slip systems for the three cases and their
critical resolved shear stress values used in this study are listed in
Table 1. We denote the three post-perovskite cases by the plane in
the dominant slip system as follows; (100)–pPv A, (010)–pPv B
and (001)–pPv C.
In our VPSC calculations a combination of many slip systems is
active in each crystal. For perovskite, for example, the (001)-slip
accommodates 60–70 per cent of the deformation within that phase,
while for pPv C this is only ∼30 per cent. Examples of activities of
the various slip systems along a tracer can be found in Wenk et al.
(2011, fig. 6).
In our models, we assume a two-phase deformation with compo-
sitions of 75 per cent perovskite or post-perovskite with 25 per cent
periclase. As can be seen from the relative critical resolved shear
stress coefficients, periclase is a weaker phase and therefore tends to
accommodate 35–40 per cent of the deformation in our models. If
that is actually the case for a polyphasemixture remains unknown. If
the periclase is only present as inclusions surrounded by perovskite,
the stronger perovskite grains will be connected and accommodate
most of the deformation. The exact behaviour will likely change
with the amount of periclase present. VPSC calculations do not
account for grain–grain interactions as each grain is treated as an
individual inclusion.
The VPSC calculations for all models start with randomly ori-
ented grains at 700 km depth. While post-perovskite is not stable
in most of the lower mantle, it is a simplification in our modelling
to have this phase accumulate CPO from this depth and no phase
transition is included. However, the results will show that very little
anisotropy develops until the lowermost mantle is reached.
2.2.3 Elastic constants
The other main mineralogical input consists in specifying the sin-
gle crystal elastic constants for the different phases. Once the
orientation distributions are calculated, the elastic constants are
averaged over their orientations to obtain the overall polycrystal
elastic properties. At the moment, the mineral physical experiments
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Figure 2. Shear wave splitting in the single crystal elastic constants at 125 GPa and 3000 K (see Table 2). Colour shows percent difference between the fast
and slow shear wave velocity and the black bars indicate the polarization of the fast shear velocity. Plot is made with MSAT (Walker & Wookey 2012).
Table 2. Density (g cm−3) and elastic stiffness coefficients CIJ (GPa) at 125 GPa and 3000 K for periclase (Karki et al. 2000), perovskite (Wentzcovitch et al.
2004), post-perovskite (Stackhouse et al. 2005).
ρ (kg m−3) C11 (GPa) C12 (GPa) C13 (GPa) C22 (GPa) C23 (GPa) C33 (GPa) C44 (GPa) C55 (GPa) C66 (GPa)
Periclase 5.07 1154.0 265.5 265.5 1154.0 265.5 1154.0 198.0 198.0 198.0
Perovskite 5.25 860.0 535.5 437.0 1067.5 467.5 1053.0 294.0 249.5 284.5
Post-perovskite 5.35 1220.0 474.0 359.0 899.0 493.0 1176.0 273.0 245.0 376.0
are not capable of measuring single crystal elastic properties under
lower mantle conditions of pressure and temperature. Here we rely
on values that are obtained by computational methods for atomic
and molecular structure using basic laws of quantum mechanics,
a.k.a. ab initio calculations.
We apply the elastic constants for periclase from Karki et al.
(2000), for perovskite fromWentzcovitch et al. (2004) and for post-
perovskite from Stackhouse et al. (2005). Fig. 2 shows the differ-
ential shear wave velocity and polarization direction; Table 2 gives
an overview of all the applied constants. Post-perovskite is intrinsi-
cally more anisotropic than perovskite. In our previous 2-D study,
we also applied the elastic constants obtained from first-principles
computations with the quasi-harmonic approximation from Wentz-
covitch et al. (2006) and compared the results with those obtained
using elastic constants from Stackhouse et al. (2005) (see fig. 10
of Wenk et al. 2011). As the elastic constants of Stackhouse et al.
(2005) show stronger intrinsic anisotropy, they result in stronger
anisotropy patterns. The resulting signature of radial anisotropy
was mostly consistent for both sets of elastic constants (only the
shear wave anisotropy for the pPv B model switched sign). A com-
parison in methods and results between these two ab-initio studies
is given in Stackhouse &Brodholt (2007) andWentzcovitch (2010).
We apply the elastic constants at constant pressure and tem-
perature of 125GPa and 3000K, respectively. Varying the elastic
constants with pressure and temperature would strongly affect the
absolute isotropic velocity variations, but not the anisotropic pat-
terns, and we do not aim to fit the absolute isotropic velocities
here.
2.3 Comparing with seismological results
We evaluate the resulting anisotropic patterns in the lowermost
300 km of the slab, where deformation is strong due to impinging
on the core–mantle boundary. Our model results in over 150 000
full elastic tensors within the slab. While the tensors do represent
different times in the geodynamic model, we will treat the result as
a snap-shot model that can be directly compared to seismological
observations. In general the tracers show similar development in
anisotropy, with the larger variations being towards the edges of the
slab.
Examples of shear wave splitting in the elastic tensors are shown
along four tracers in Fig. 3. It is difficult to analyse these results;
we will therefore summarize different components of anisotropy in
the slab to compare to seismic observations.
To evaluate the anisotropy for phases in any given direction (x)
in an elastic tensor, one computes the Christoffel matrix (Babuska
& Cara 1991). The Christoffel matrix, γ kl, is the matrix of squared
velocities for all polarizations in that specific direction:
γkl = Ci jkl xi x j/ρ, (4)
where ρ is the density. The eigenvalues of the matrix give the
squared phase velocities, V 2P , V
2
S1 and V
2
S2 and the eigenvectors
are the corresponding polarization directions. We apply the im-
plementation in the Matlab Seismic Anisotropy Toolkit (Walker &
Wookey 2012). We will specifically compare the splitting in mostly
horizontally propagating phases, such as S and ScS, and splitting
in mostly vertically propagating phases, such as SKS and SKKS
(Section 3.1). The strength of splitting is defined as 100 per cent ·
2(VS1−VS2)
VS1+VS2 . A shear wave that propagates for 200 km in the lower-
most mantle through 4 per cent anisotropy accumulates ∼1.2 s of
splitting.
However, we first compare our results with the strong com-
ponent of radial anisotropy in the lowermost mantle as seen in
global tomographic models. Radial anisotropy represents the differ-
ence in velocity between horizontally and vertically polarized shear
waveswhich are propagating horizontally, defined as ξ = V 2SH/V 2SV ,
and the difference between horizontally and vertically propagat-
ing P waves, defined as φ = V 2PV /V 2PH (Montagner & Nataf
1986).
For this comparison, we compute the components of radial
anisotropy in our models. For a given location, the shear wave
radial anisotropy, ξ , is obtained by averaging VSH and VSV over all
horizontally propagation directions. For (6x6) elastic tensor in the
Voigt notation, C, with coordinates (long., colat., rad.) this leads to
the following expression (Browaeys & Chevrot 2004):
ξ = V
2
SH
V 2SV
= 1/8(C11 + C22) − 1/4C12 + 1/2C66
1/2(C55 + C44) . (5)
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Synthetic seismic anisotropy in the D′′ 169
Figure 3. For several locations along four tracers shear wave splitting strength is shown as a function of propagation up to 6 per cent (red). The black bars
indicate the polarization direction of the fast axis.
Figure 4. Geometry of the various plots. Tracers are plotted in blue. Only a
subset of the tracers is plotted so individual tracers can be distinguished as
flow lines. Red box shows the section plotted in Figs 5 and 6. In green are
the two vertical slices a. and c. and the horizontal slice b. as shown in Figs 7
to 10. The dot denoted with d. is the location of panel (d).
For the expression of radial anisotropy, φ, VPH is averaged over all
horizontal directions:
φ = V
2
PV
V 2PH
= C33
3/8(C11 + C22) + 1/4C12 + 1/2C66 . (6)
The results of this analysis are presented in Section 3.1. To aid the
understanding of the various boxes and cross-sections plotted in the
following sections, Fig. 4 shows a subset of the tracers to outline
the slab and the various geometries of the plots.
A more thorough method to compare these models to observa-
tions, would be to forward model body waves through our models
and then invert for the anisotropic structure. This, however, is com-
putationally beyond the scope of this study.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Radial anisotropy
Figs 5 and 6 show the radial anisotropic components in a quarter
of the slab domain (see Fig. 4). The different assemblages result in
opposite signatures of radial shear wave anisotropy; the pPv B and C
models correspond with seismic observations of VSH>VSV (blue),
while the Pv and pPvAmodels have an opposite signature (red). The
patterns are consistent across most of the slab, with the exception
of rotated patterns at the short ends of the slab. The strongest radial
anisotropy is located where the slab impinges on the core–mantle
boundary, this localization is strongest in the pPv C model.
The global models of Panning & Romanowicz (2006) and
Kustowski et al. (2008) show VSH>VSV beneath subducting slabs,
while the models of Panning et al. (2010) and Chang et al. (2014)
showmore varying signature in the ring around the Pacific. The sig-
nature of VSH>VSV agree best with local observations (e.g. Vinnik
et al. 1989; Garnero & Lay 1997; Nowacki et al. 2013). VSH>VSV
agrees with the pPv B and pPv C models. Knowledge of P-wave
anisotropy beneath slabs could further constrain the different dom-
inant slip systems as it has an opposite signature for these two
models.
The signs of radial anisotropy agree with those of our 2-D model
(see fig. 10 of Wenk et al. 2011). The location of the strongest
radial anisotropy, however, appears different; while the strongest
anisotropy in our 3-D model appears right below the subducting
slab, in our 2-D model the stronger anisotropy develops after the
slab changes direction as it encounters the core–mantle boundary.
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Figure 5. Radial anisotropy for S waves (ξ ) shown in the notherwestern part of the slab (Fig. 4).
Figure 6. Radial anisotropy for P waves (φ) shown in the notherwestern part of the slab (Fig. 4).
3.2 Shear wave splitting
Local observations of shear wave splitting constrain more com-
plex anisotropy including strong lateral variations. Our model sug-
gests the presence of strong shear wave splitting beneath the slabs.
Figs 7–10 show shear wave splitting strengths and fast axes in three
slices in orthogonal directions across the slab (subplots a–c) and
a pole projection of the splitting as a function of propagation di-
rection for one location (subplot d). The percentage of splitting
refers to the percent difference between the fast and slow polarized
shear waves.
Note that for all models the shear wave splitting of horizontally
propagating waves is stronger than those of vertically propagating
ones. While the radial anisotropy and splitting in horizontal direc-
tions are strong at the centre of the slab, where the slab impinges on
the CMB, the azimuthal anisotropy or vertical splitting increases in
strength at the edges, where the flow rotates to horizontal. Overall,
the splitting is most significant in the pPv C model; the weakest
splitting is seen in model pPv B. Although the anisotropy in model
pPv B could still produce measurable splitting for long paths, we
will later discuss the reasons why our models are probably over-
predicting the splitting amplitudes.
The Pv model is the only model that shows strong azimuthal
splitting in the centre of the slab (Fig. 7b). There, the fast axis
direction is slab-parallel (i.e. parallel to the length of the slab).
The general fast axis direction rotates at the edges to close-to-
parallel to the horizontal flow directions. Models pPv A and C show
similar strong azimuthal splitting towards the edges of the slab
with fast axis directions (sub-)parallel to flow. All three of these
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Figure 7. Shear wave splitting strength and fast axis direction for the model of perovskite mixed with periclase. Shear wave splitting strength is shown in
colour up to 6 per cent (red) along the tracers. Samples of fast axis directions, projected on each cross-section plane, are shown in black and scaled to fast axis
strength. Panels (a)–(c) show three cross-sections with splitting results for phases propagating orthogonal to these cross-sections (Fig. 4). The results are viewed
(a) from the south, (b) from beneath the slab and (c) from the east (note that the projection in (c) is rotated by 90◦ compared to panel (a) and so are the fast
axis directions). The results in (a) and (c) are slices through the model as bounded by the dashed lines in (b). Panel (b) shows the anisotropy directly above the
core–mantle boundary in the horizontal plane. Panel (d) represents the shear wave splitting for one location (long. = −19.3◦, colat. = 83.3◦, rad. = 3567 km)
as a function of all propagation directions. The CMB is horizontal and the view is from the east.
Figure 8. Shear wave splitting strength and fast axis direction for the model of pPv A mixed with periclase. Shear wave splitting strength is shown in colour
up to 6 per cent (red) along the tracers. Samples of fast axis directions, projected on each cross-section plane, are shown in black and scaled to fast axis strength
[(a) from the south, (b) from beneath the slab, (c) from the east]. Panel (d) represents the splitting for one location as a function of propagation direction. For
more detail see Fig. 4 and the caption of Fig. 7.
models can account for observations of strong lateral variations
in splitting. If one considers that most core phases that measure
azimuthal anisotropy do not propagate purely vertically, model pPv
C shows the strongest splitting for subvertical propagation paths
(subplot d.).
It is also interesting to look at splitting in waves that cross the
slab (subplots a) compared to those that propagate parallel to the
slab (subplots c). The Pv and pPv A models have faster vertically
polarized waves; consistent with the radial anisotropic patterns in
Fig. 5, but inconsistent with seismic observations. For both mod-
els the fast direction varies little as a function of azimuth of the
propagating phase.
Model pPv B shows consistently fast horizontally polarized
waves in both directions. Model pPv B shows strong splitting for
phases propagating along the slab, and only small patches of moder-
ate splitting in the direction of subduction. This directional variation
in the amount of splitting should be discernible in seismic observa-
tions to confirm this model.
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Figure 9. Shear wave splitting strength and fast axis direction for the model of pPv B mixed with periclase. Shear wave splitting strength is shown in colour up
to 6 per cent (red) along the tracers. Samples of fast axis directions, projected on each cross-section plane, are shown in black and scaled to fast axis strength
[(a) from the south, (b) from beneath the slab, (c) from the east]. Panel (d) represents the splitting for one location as a function of propagation direction. For
more detail see Fig. 4 and the caption of Fig. 7.
Figure 10. Shear wave splitting strength and fast axis direction for the model of pPv C mixed with periclase. Shear wave splitting strength is shown in colour
up to 6 per cent (red) along the tracers. Samples of fast axis directions, projected on each cross-section plane, are shown in black and scaled to fast axis strength
[(a) from the south, (b) from beneath the slab, (c) from the east]. Panel (d) represents the splitting for one location as a function of propagation direction. For
more detail see Fig. 4 and the caption of Fig. 7.
Model pPv C shows the strongest splitting in both directions. The
patches of strongest splitting are localized in the radial direction in
the lowermost 100–150 km of the slab. Model pPv C also shows
some rotation of fast axis at the long edges of the slab. However,
for this model it would be difficult to recognize the subduction
direction from orthogonal paths, due to the small differences. Slab
orientations could be recognized from elongated regions of strong,
deep localized anisotropy.
Observations of splitting in D′ ′ are obviously never made from
purely horizontally propagating phases; these phases always have
a vertical component coming into and out of the D′ ′ layer. From
subplot d. one can infer the fast axis for a phase travelling at a
subhorizontal angle to the core–mantle boundary. Models Pv, pPv
A and pPv B do not suggest much variation in fast axis direction,
while the fast axis for pPv C suggests the most rotation.
4 D ISCUSS ION
4.1 Presence of post-perovskite
One of our goals is to exclude models of composition and deforma-
tional behaviour when the resulting anisotropic patterns contradict
observations. Similar to our 2-D results (Wenk et al. 2011), we see
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here that CPO anisotropy caused by perovskite does not fit seis-
mic observations; the presence of post-perovskite in D′ ′ is required.
The patterns can further constrain the dominant slip system in post-
perovskite. The sign of radial shear wave anisotropy beneath slab
regions argues for a main slip system along (010) or (001) (pPv B
or C).
Recent studies have followed a comparable approach and have
argued for specific slip systems. Walker et al. (2011) compute
CPO anisotropy in 3-D global flow models that are based on a
joint inversion of isotropic shear wave velocities and other geo-
physical constraints. After modelling CPO anisotropy along their
tracers, they calculate correlation coefficients between their global
CPO anisotropic models and global models of radial anisotropy
for shear waves. Their correlation coefficients are mostly positive
for post-perovskite with slip on (100) and (010) (comparable to
our models pPv A and pPv B, respectively) while negative for
(001)-slip (model pPv C). They mention that this correlation re-
sults from regions beneath the Pacific and Africa where VSV > VSH
and that are related to regions of strong horizontal flow in their
geodynamic model. Whether these are the regions of strong hori-
zontal flow in the Earth remains questionable. Their flow models,
similar to ours, do not contain distinctive thermochemical piles to
represent the regions of low shear velocities and opposite radial
anisotropy. It is unlikely that these regions represent accumulation
of subducted slabs (Li & McNamara 2013). Presence of piles of
distinctive material would change the convective pattern and shift
the location of regions of upwelling (McNamara & Zhong 2005).
As the study of Walker et al. (2011) also mentions, depending on
the Clapeyron slope of the perovskite to post-perovskite transition,
post-perovskite might not be present in these warmer regions. A
recent study shows that the resulting inherited anisotropic signature
in perovskite after converting back from post-perovskite would be
consistent with seismic observations (Dobson et al. 2013). With-
out thermochemical piles or lateral variations in phase, a global
correlation might not be appropriate. We focus our conclusions on
regions of strong observed anisotropy in cold regions where sub-
ducting slabs and the presence of post-perovskite are most likely
(e.g. Alaska).
4.2 Comparison to local seismic splitting observations
4.2.1 Horizontally propagating phases
A number of studies observe anisotropy in seismic phases that
propagate mainly horizontally in D′ ′, for example, S, ScS and Sdiff.
The anisotropy such phases would encounter in our models is shown
in panels (a) and (c) of Figs 7–10. The observational studies based
on these phases conclude on horizontal or tilted fast axis directions
(e.g. Cottaar & Romanowicz 2013; Nowacki et al. 2013) consistent
with models pPv B and C. None of them find the purely vertical
fast axes seen in the Pv and pPv A models. Differentiating between
the pPv B and pPv C models on the basis of observations is more
difficult. The following features of these models as discussed in
Section 3 could further argue for either slip system:
(i) As the models of pPv B and C show opposite signatures for
radial P-wave anisotropy, observations of radial P-wave anisotropy
beneath slabs could further constrain these slip systems.
(ii) The model of pPv C is characterized by strong localized
anisotropy close the CMB. Overall the anisotropy in model pPv B
is weaker.
(iii) For horizontally propagating waves, model pPv B shows
stronger anisotropy for phases propagating parallel to the slab than
for those crossing the slab.
(iv) For vertically propagating waves (e.g. SK(K)S), model pPv
C features localized patches of strong splitting.
(v) The fast axis in model pPv C shows stronger tilt from hor-
izontal for subhorizontal propagating seismic phases than the fast
axis in model pPv B.
Nowacki et al. (2013) present observations of crossing rays, and
conclude from synthetic waveform modelling that there is a slight
correlation between their observations and synthetic models for pPv
B. Here we argue for pPv C in a more qualitative comparison. Their
main observations beneath subducted slab regions (S1, S2, E1 and
E2 in their paper) can be summarized to show purely horizontal
fast axis for paths in the N–S direction, and tilted, stronger splitting
in the crossing direction. It is interesting to note that the crossing
direction show larger splitting times while having shorter paths in
D′ ′. The suggested geometry of the slab from their geodynamic
model is N–S: roughly consistent with subduction zone at the sur-
face. The N–S oriented measurements are thus slab parallel and
suggest a purely horizontal fast axis as is seen in our pPv B and pPv
C models. For the crossing rays, our pPv B model would predict
weaker anisotropy; while our pPv C model suggests both stronger
anisotropy and possibly a tilted fast axis. The latter is more consis-
tent with their observations. The fact that their crossing rays have
a shorter path length in D′ ′ but still show strong anisotropy also
argues for model pPv C.
The correlation found in Nowacki et al. (2013) is only based on
fast axis angle direction and not on the amplitude of anisotropy.
Their synthetic modelling, however, predicts the same pattern of
stronger splitting across the slab compared to along the slab for pPv
C.We do recognize the trickiness of interpreting relative anisotropic
strength and small rotations in fast axis, and the inherited trade-off
with the length and angle of the path through the anisotropic region.
This calls for a global geodynamic model and the synthetic splitting
predictions for paths corresponding to specific observations, that is
the approach followed by Nowacki et al. (2013).
The observations of Cottaar & Romanowicz (2013) are for the
Sdiff phase in one azimuthal direction south of the African LLSVP.
The anisotropy here is constrained to the region where the Sdiff
phases turns upwards. The ∼45◦ fast axis found for a subhorizon-
tal propagating phase is best explained by the pPv C model. The
waveformmodelling of that study shows that when the anisotropy is
constrained to the lowermost 150 km, the required splitting strength
is 8 per cent, similar to the splitting strengths in model pPv C here.
Cottaar & Romanowicz (2013) find a strong lateral gradient in the
strength of anisotropy. The correlation of the strong anisotropy with
the fast isotropic velocities, highly suggests the presence of slab
material in this region. The change in anisotropic strength can be
related to the change from slab material to non-slab material. Al-
though most observations of seismic anisotropy in D′ ′ do appear to
correlate with slab regions, it is important to note that our model
does not rule out the presence of anisotropy (either from CPO or
SPO) outside of the slab.
4.2.2 Vertically propagating phases
Our models show that the strongest correlation of fast axis direction
with horizontal flow is at the edges of the slab, which can be seen
with vertically propagating waves. Only the model for perovskite
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predicts strong anisotropy with slab-parallel fast axes in the centre
where flow is mostly vertical.
Long (2009) finds strong variations in lateral azimuthal
anisotropy to the west of Mexico from SKS–SKKS differential
splitting. Her study maps a consistent fast axis over an elongated
region of tens of degrees. This elongated region, combined with
predictions of palaeo-slabs, suggests an N–S oriented slab. The fast
axis direction is orthogonal to the direction in which this region is
elongated, which appears to suggest a general fast axis direction or-
thogonal to the slab. This differs from the slab-parallel direction seen
at the centre in our Pv model– another argument for the presence of
post-perovskite. There are small patches of weak slab-orthogonal
directions at the long edge of the slab in our Pv and pPv A models.
Otherwise it remains difficult to reconcile the fast axis observations
with these models. Other studies of SK(K)S splitting show differ-
ential splitting around the boundaries of the African LLSVP (Wang
& Wen 2007; Lynner & Long 2012, 2014) and might, similar to
Cottaar & Romanowicz (2013), reflect the presence of slab material
outside of the slow region.
Focusing on the pPv Cmodel, the overall picture suggests the fast
axis directions of anisotropy can be mapped into flow directions.
The centre lowermost part of the slab is characterized by strong
horizontal fast axis directions that are orthogonal to the vertical
flow of the slab impinging on the CMB. Horizontally propagating
waves show the strongest splitting in these regions. The horizontal
flows at the edges of the slab, on the other hand, are best constrained
by vertically propagating waves. The fast axis direction seen there
is parallel to the horizontal flow direction.
While the pPv B model explains the observed signature of shear
wave radial anisotropy, the weak anisotropy in this model, especially
for vertically propagating phases, would give little hope of mapping
flow directions.
4.3 Limitations of these models
A number of assumptions and simplifications underlie this model
of CPO anisotropy.
The process of a slab impinging on the CMB is simulated in a
3-D partial spherical model which allows us to increase the spa-
tial resolution substantially, compared to a full spherical model. In
order to minimize the influences from side boundary conditions,
we constrained the slab to subduct at the centre of the model. In
addition, the geodynamic model is iso-chemical and we focus on
dynamics in subducting regions. Thermochemical piles (hypothe-
sized to cause the LLSVPs) in upwelling regions and away from
subducting regions are not considered. Furthermore, we used our
best estimated physical parameters (e.g. viscosity, Rayleigh number,
internal heating) of Earth’s mantle to simulate the dynamics of sub-
ducting slabs. We point out that these physical parameters have un-
certainty, and the variations of these parameters and their potential
effects on the dynamics of subducting slabs need to be explored in
further studies.
We simplify our model by not accounting for the perovskite to
post-perovskite transition specifically. When this phase transition
occurs texture could be inherited, as shown for the post-perovskite
to perovskite transition (Dobson et al. 2013). Away from the tran-
sition, this inherited texture would be overridden due to the strong
deformation as the slab hits the CMB. We are careful to only in-
terpret the anisotropy patterns in the lowermost part of the slab,
where post-perovskite is expected, if at all, to be present (Grochol-
ski et al. 2012). The lack of the transition also withholds us from
comparing our models to observations of PdP and SdS reflection
polarities (Thomas et al. 2011).
The presence of post-perovskite would also imply thermody-
namic effects in the geodynamic model, both from the energetics
of the transition (Oganov & Ono 2004) and from the change in
viscosity (Ammann et al. 2010; Nakagawa & Tackley 2011). These
effects are not accounted for in our model, but are not expected to
affect the deformational regime enough to change the anisotropic
signatures.
It is important to note here that our assumed composition does
not reproduce the absolute isotropic velocities and density of the
lowermost mantle. A large range of perovskite to periclase ra-
tios have been proposed for the lower mantle (Javoy et al. 2010;
Murakami et al. 2012), but finding a unique solution is difficult
(e.g. Cobden et al. 2009; Cottaar et al. 2014). While the ratio might
strongly change how the deformation is distributed amongst the
weaker periclase phase and the stronger (post)perovskite phase, we
still expect the (post)perovskite phase to dominate the anisotropic
patterns as we see in our models here. Our composition is also
simplified by only including the pure Mg end-member phases. The
deformational behaviour which would result from including other
major elements—Fe being the main candidate—remains uncertain.
Deformation of (Fe,Mg)O shows an {001} texture (Lin et al. 2009).
(Fe,Mg)O is intrinsically more anisotropic than pure periclase
(Marquardt et al. 2009). Deformation results on ferrous post-
perovskite have shown strong deformation on (100) (Mao et al.
2010), which is in agreement with our pPv A model, but is incon-
sistent with seismic observations. Considering the uncertainty of
deformation in two phase systems and the effect of other major
elements in mineral physics, we do not expect that anisotropy can
add an additional constraint on the perovskite to periclase ratio and
the major element composition of the lowermost mantle.
A number of assumptions cause the seismic anisotropy in our
models to be stronger than observed. The synthetic shearwave radial
anisotropy (Fig. 5) is about twice as strong as in global models. The
inferred anisotropic strength in local observations is on the order
of several percent, compared to maxima of >10 per cent in some
patches in our models.
On the one hand, one can argue that the observations under-
estimate the actual anisotropy. Global inversion models produce
damped and smoothed results. The anisotropic strength based on
local observations represent an integrated effect through highly
variable anisotropy and changing inclination angle. Additionally in-
terpreted strength will trade-off with the assumed lateral and radial
extent of the anisotropy. As mentioned before, the full-waveform
modelling of anisotropy of Cottaar & Romanowicz (2013), with
up to 8 per cent localized in the lowermost 150 km of the mantle,
almost reaches the percentages seen in model pPv C.
On the other hand, our ideal scenario modelling will be over-
estimating the strength. Deformation is assumed in this study to
be purely accommodated by dislocation creep. Including bound-
ary diffusion mechanisms would lower the anisotropic strength.
Recrystalization could further reduce the anisotropy. These mech-
anisms are generally not thought to affect the anisotropic patterns,
although recent experiments suggest CPO from diffusion creep in
olivine is possible (Miyazaki et al. 2013). Both the overestimation
of anisotropic strength in our models and the underestimation in
observations are additional arguments for the anisotropy in the pPv
B model to be unrealistically weak.
To apply the proposed interpretations of geodynamic flow, bet-
ter coverage of seismic anisotropy is needed. Specifically, we need
azimuthal anisotropy observations, in order to map out regions of
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strong horizontal flow, and crossing splitting measurements beneath
impinging slabs. Currently, observations appear limited by the ge-
ometry of suitable station and earthquake coverage and the required
corrections for upper mantle anisotropy, providing a future chal-
lenge for interpreting deep mantle flow and eventually constraining
the validity of geodynamic models.
5 CONCLUS IONS
We have modelled synthetic CPO anisotropy assuming a phase
composition and microscopical deformation mechanisms in a 3D
geodynamic model of a slab impinging on the core–mantle bound-
ary. The mineralogical models assume a composition consist-
ing of perovskite and post-perovskite, as well as different main
slip systems for post-perovskite, mixed with periclase. Our mod-
elling of synthetic anisotropy results in seismically distinguishable
anisotropic patterns, on which the validity of the assumed min-
eralogical behaviour can be tested. Overall, we find strong radial
anisotropy where the slab impinges on the CMB, and strong az-
imuthal anisotropy in regions of horizontal flow—mainly at the
short edges of the slab. As horizontally polarized shear waves are
observed to be faster than vertically polarized ones in fast regions,
post-perovskite with a main slip on (010) or (001) (model pPv B and
C) seem plausible models to explain radial shear wave anisotropy.
Post-perovskite with main slip on (010) (model pPv B), however,
predicts only significant splitting along the length of the slab (slab-
parallel) and not in other directions; this trend is not seen in ob-
servations. Its overall weak splitting cannot explain the persistently
emerging observations of strong splitting. Our successful model of
synthetic anisotropy for post-perovskite with a slip on (001) (pPv
C) is a good starting point for mapping flow directions in the low-
ermost mantle. Using vertical propagating phases, one can link the
fast axis direction of azimuthal anisotropy to the direction of hori-
zontal flow at the edges of the slab. Strong splitting in horizontally
propagating phases is interpretable as the region where the slab im-
pinges on the CMB. One could combine this information on seismic
anisotropy with that on the distribution of fast isotropic velocities
and palaeo-slab predictions to map out the location of deep mantle
slabs.
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